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To: laura.dudas@ottawa.ca

Hello Laura,

I advised You in My first  Notice of Civil and Criminal Liability that I require a reply within twenty (20) days.  Today is the
27th day since that Notice of Civil and Criminal Liability was served upon You, and published on the International Court of
Record in the Good News Journal.

Failing to respond to a Notice of Civil and Criminal Liability is a further breach of Your position of Office as a
representative of Canada and Ottawa's People specifically.  You are effectively fit to be removed from Office by a
competent sheriff.

All individuals and representatives of Canada's government in any capacity advocating for mandated vaccine passports
or endorsing any of the vaccines without providing full disclosure of the very serious risks associated with the procedure
and or attempts to coerce or intimidate individuals into receiving this medical treatment, Will be held commercially liable to
their performance (surety) bond in the amount of $1,000.000.00 per diem in addition to the criminal charges against You. 
According to the current data available, You Will be an accomplice to 36 counts of manslaughter, as 18 deaths are typical
per million vaccinations, and You are requiring two for a vaccine passport without which People cannot sustain
themselves (loss of job and no covid relief benefit) or participate in many social programs.  You are a conspirator to
medical fraud and apartheid, and You do not have one example of legally informed consent, because to obtain such legal
consent, there must be no coercion or intimidation involved.  Denying People access to equal participation in the
community is coercion and an assault on their right to participate in the community and peacefully assemble with others. 
The People own those buildings, not the government.

These Notice Will be Published on the International Court of Record as a statement of Facts against You until a
competent authority can be appointed to remove You from Office and have You tried for Your crimes before a jury of Your
peers as is Your right under international Law.

Have a wonderful day,
King Sean,
House von Dehn,
Hand of Stephen,
Kingdom of God, 
On Her Majesty's Service
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